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LAB 8:  ONE-DIMENSIONAL POISSON (LAPLACE) EQUATION 
 
 
a) 
 
Consider the boundary-value differential problem, namely the one-dimensional Poisson’s equation: 
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with left and right Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions, where min min, ( )max maxx x R x x  , 
, , ,L R L Ru u ux ux R  and  f   are the problem data. 
In MATLAB, create a script that computes numerically an approximate solution of the above problem by using 
the finite difference method. 
After setting the data of the problem, that is the space domain limits xmin and  xmax , the (left and right) boundary 
conditions  (uL  or  uxL  and  uR  or  uxR) , the right-hand side function  f  (directly in the script or asking to the 
user),  and the space discretization step  h  (so that the space domain mesh for the finite difference method is 
univocally defined), the script must compute the approximate values of the solution at the mesh nodes. Finally, 
the script must create a Figure with a plot of the obtained approximate solution and of the selected boundary 
conditions. 
What about the linear system to be solved (that is, the coefficient matrix)? In particular, what if you choose left 
and right Neumann boundary conditions? Discuss… 
